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Our mission is to protect Idaho through safety, accountability, partnerships and opportunities for offender change.

Idaho Department of Correction
Consider this

Incarcerated
8,070

Supervised
14,000

1 IN 34 ADULT MALES

Rounded numbers
August 2012

Idaho Department of Correction
IDOC Inmates by Age

- Juvenile, 18-25: 18%
- 26-35: 34%
- 36-45: 24%
- 46-55: 17%
- Over 55: 7%

Legend:
- Juvenile, 18-25
- 26-35
- 36-45
- 46-55
- Over 55
Corrections is Education

526 offenders earned GED’s in IDOC’s Robert Janss School

Fiscal Year 2011 numbers

Idaho Department of Correction
Idaho Inmate Snapshot
November 1, 2011

• 32% of Idaho inmates read below a 9th grade level.
“Read or go to jail”

“When the State of Arizona projects prison beds it will need, it factors in the number of kids who read well in fourth grade.”

Arizona Republic, September 15, 2004
Idaho Inmate Survey

180 Idaho Inmates

114 males

66 females

300 Children
Parents Behind Bars: 
Children of Incarcerated Family Members

Answers to children’s difficult questions.

An educator and caregiver’s toolkit 
to Idaho’s criminal justice system.
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